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Area Agency on Aging Manager, Cheryl Batterman

Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful,
concerned citizens can change the world.
Indeed it is the only thing that ever has.
—Margaret Mead
American Cultural Anthropologist

Congratulations to Cheryl Batterman!

T

he cover quote by Margaret Meade is one of my all-time favorites. It reminds me why we do the work
we do in human services, and I couldn’t think of anyone in Dane County who brings those words to
life better than Cheryl Batterman. Cheryl has led all manner of small groups of citizens to change the world—
certainly here in Dane County. Over the course of her long career, she has led boards, staff, committees, work
groups, volunteers, and others to accomplish great things for so many older adults and their families. She is
retiring this month after 10 years of service at the Area Agency on Aging, and she leaves big shoes to fill.
We will miss her.

During her 10-year tenure at the AAA, the Dane County Caregiver Program has grown and expanded as
part of the agency she leads. As a caregiver herself, her vision for supporting older adults has included
an understanding of the critical role caregivers play in helping older adults to age in place. Her influence
has arguably been felt most broadly in the development and growth of the case management program, a
partnership between Dane County government and geographically-defined senior centers and coalitions.
The purpose of this partnership is to promote older adult independence for as long as possible. The organized
groups of trained case management professionals support older adults by assessing their needs, and
coordinating and monitoring community-based services. They refer caregivers to the Caring for Caregivers
program and, as Caregiver Specialist, I work with them to support caregivers through respite and supplemental
services.
Cheryl has understood the importance of collaboration and that we amplify our impact by working together.
She’s been a tireless advocate for marginalized communities and mentor to a large number of professionals
beginning or changing their careers, many of whom continue to have an impact on the communities they serve
in Dane County. Caregiver Chronicles is a product of Cheryl’s encouragement and is influenced by her interest
in illustration and design to enhance a message. Her sense of style (and sense of humor) is apparent in many of
the communications she creates. I will miss her editing eye.
While she will no longer be heading up the Area Agency on Aging, Cheryl will remain a vibrant member of the
community and aging network. Thank you, Cheryl, for all you do for caregivers in Dane County and beyond.
We wish you all the best in your new adventures!

Caring for Caregivers
Jane De Broux
Caregiver Specialist
Dane County Area Agency on Aging
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Office: 608-261-5679
Mobile phone: 608-381-5733
debroux.jane@countyofdane.com

Caring for Ourselves:
Acknowledging and Honoring Loss without Closure
The Covid pandemic has slid into year three, and yearning for our old lives from the “before times” has
reached a fever pitch. Moving forward with our mental health intact requires us to accept that our lives as they
were before are gone. Eventually there will be positive developments to focus on and appreciate but first we
need to mourn what we’ve lost. The video below is about the grief many of us are experiencing right now.
Click the photo to watch.

University of Minnesota Professor Emeritus, Pauline Boss, named the term for this experience
“ambiguous loss” and invented a new field within psychology. Ambiguous loss is without the promise of
resolution—it can’t be solved. It describes our own experience during the pandemic along with that of people
all over the world.
Another example of ambiguous loss is for caregivers whose loved one has Alzheimer’s or dementia. Their
loved one is physically there but the person, as they had known them, is no longer present. To come to terms
with the grief is to accept there is also no solution for it—to be able to hold both these ideas in our minds.
So if we accept that we cannot just solve this grief we are experiencing, how do we care for ourselves
and begin to move on?
Professor Boss’ conversation with On Being Podcast host, Krista Tippett, offers insight on how to shed the
assumptions of what we think we should be feeling and acting which only serve to increase our stress.

You can listen to the conversation or read the transcript here: https://onbeing.org/programs/pauline-bossnavigating-loss-without-closure/.
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Monthly MIPPA Moment: Medicare and Cancer Screenings
MIPPA (Medicare Improveme nts for Patients and Provide rs Act)
has a goal of educating older adults on Medicare’s cost-saving benefits
and preventive services.
Medicare pays for certain preventive health care services including screening tests which help find various
forms of cancer. How less common screenings are covered and how often you can get them may vary.
Coverage outside of regularly - scheduled time frames established by Medicare may require medical necessity
as ordered by your provider.
The following common screenings are typically covered 100% by Original Medicare, see more here:


Breast Cancer - annual screening mammograms and 3D mammograms for women age 40 and
older. As part of the “well-woman” pelvic exam, Medicare also covers a clinical manual breast
exam.



Cervical/Gynecologic Cancer - one Pap test and pelvic exam every 24 months. Medicare covers
these screening tests every 12 months if you are at high-risk for cervical or vaginal cancer.



Prostate Cancer - screening with digital rectal exams (DRE) and prostate-specific antigen (PSA)
blood tests once every 12 months for men age 50 and over.



Colon Cancer - screening colonoscopy once every 24 months for those at high risk of colorectal
cancer. There is no minimum age requirement. If you are not considered high risk for colorectal
cancer, colonoscopy is covered once every 6 years, or once every 4 years after a previous flexible
sigmoidoscopy.

Medicare publishes this full listing how it covers preventive screenings here, or at https://www.medicare.gov/
Pubs/pdf/10110-Medicare-Preventive-Services.pdf.
Keep in mind that Medicare coverage for cancer treatments with Original Medicare alone is subject to the
deductible and a 20 percent coinsurance amount and is limited to FDA-approved treatments.

For more MIPPA Program information, call MIPPA Program Specialist, Leilani Amundson, at 608-240-7458. This
project was supported by the Wisconsin Department of Health Services with financial assistance, in whole or in
part, by grant number 2101WIMIAA, from the U.S. Administration for Community Living, Department of Health
and Human Services, Washington, D.C. 20201.
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aaa@countyofdane.com

Monday through Friday
Call 7:45 am—4:30 pm

(608) 240-7400
Website: www.daneadrc.org
Email: ADRC@countyofdane.com

Connecting People with the
Assistance They Need

Click on the
low the ADRC

button to folon

facebook.
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